Are there any normal clones?
An exhaustive study of the fidelity of a clone to its parent is prohibitive because of cost and the necessary scope of experimental design. Therefore, these data must be gathered from existing observational evidence. This in itself cannot provide a definitive accounting of the abnormalities and variation found among clones or between clones and parents because there is no standardization in the data points collected between one study and another. This literature survey shows that clone developmental abnormalities, variation among clones, and variation between clone and parent are prevalent at most stages of development (cleavage, placental, fetal, neonatal, maturity), and that occasionally the observed variation greatly exceeds that which might be expected. Some variation can be explained by differences in protocols and procedures between studies. The choice of nuclear donor cell is particularly influential of variation observed between a clone and its parent. In general, however, it appears that there is an inherent stochastic response to nuclear transfer that results in clone infidelity and variation. The survey of characteristics of clone infidelity to parent and documentation of abnormalities provided here should not be viewed as exhaustive or limiting in the recording of such data from future studies. Because controlled hypothesis testing of clone fidelity or clone health may not be possible, meticulous documentation of such observational evidence is a valuable contribution to the field.